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ABCplanner

ABCplanner is a Danish tool
for environmental

management and design 
of buildings, constructed
as a web application on

the internet.

ABCplanner is developed for 
architects and engineers, 

but is also usable for 
building owners, building

renters, municipalities and 
the like. 



ABCplanner

ABCplanner is based upon a 
data base for constructing

and refurbishing housing, 
buildings for daycare, 

schools and education, 
and offices. 

In addition ABCplanner
contains data for the

construction of roads, 
streets, parks, and urban 

spaces. 



ABCplanner

From september 2005 a special
edition of ABCplanner will

be available.

This version will be tailormade
for Copenhagen 

Municipality and named:

KKplanner

KK is the official  abbreviation 
for Københavns Kommune / 

Copenhagen Municipality.



KKplanner

In the top menu you can
access:

• On KKplanner (1)

(description of ABCplanner)

• On environmental design (2) 
(description of methodology) 

• Projects in KKplanner (3)

(list of projects)

• Demonstration tour (4)

(powerpoint ”teaser”)

• Environmental Impacts (5)

• Environmental targets (6)

• Environmental strategies (7)
(Terminologies and descriptions –

the three basic lists in the data base.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



KKplanner

…by clicking on the headlines
you open windows with further

informations and 
explanations.



The first proces in KKPlanner, 
after having logged in, is 

about programming –

setting targets.

KKplanner



You will be working in the
marked area, which
consists of two parts: 

- a matrix (1)

- a section for instructions and 
technical information and 

explanation (2) 

KKplanner

1 2



Energy consumption

Urban space and landscape

Airborne emissions

Water emissions

Earth pollution

Waste

Noise and vibrations

Working environment

Indoor climate

Holistic issues

Consumtion of materials and chemicals

Water consumption
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The data base in 
KKplanner is organised
in the matrix and 
defined by two axes.

The vertical axis
describes
environmental aspects
of construction - the
horisontal axis
describes the life
cyclus phases.

KKplanner



You use the matrix for 
SCREENING environmental

impacts of a project, by 
marking fields in the

matrix.

Value can be added by 
marking the field pale

blue for being ’important’
and darker blue for being

’very important’ – as the
foundation for a debate

on prioritizing. 

Screening in KKplanner

Screening



Giving priority in KKplanner

When screening is done as the
foundation for the proces, 
the next step in KKplanner
is to give precise PRIORITY

to whatever impact it is 
most important to deal 

with.

This part of the process should
be done in dialogue with

the client.

Priority



Setting targets in KKplanner

When priority is given to the
aspects and the choices

are made, the chosen
aspects will stand out as 
highlighted in the matrix.

On this basis you set the

ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS

Targets



Setting targets in KKplanner

For this purpose you work with
the list of ’suggestions for 

environmental targets’
from the data base.

In Copenhagen Municipality
(KK), specific KK targets

are provided at this stage 
of the process.

You can add targets to the list.



Planning environmental actions in KKplanner

When screening, prioritizing and 
setting targets is done, the

targets will be saved in a 
paradigm –

PLAN FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
ACTIONS

- The first column identifies the
aspect to which should be

given (1)

- the second column 
indicates the priority the

aspect has been given (2)

- the third column contains
the target concerning the

aspect, in words and figures
(3)
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Environmental strategies in KKplanner

(Environmental) Programming
is done – (Environmental) 

Design can begin.

On the task bar you go from 
’programming’ to 

’preliminary design’. 



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

In this process you work with
the third of the three basic

lists in the database

ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES

Strategies



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

When you activate a field in 
the matrix, suggestions for 

environmental strategies
will pop up to the right of

the matrix, 

The list of suggested strategies
is long and 

comprehensive but not 
exhaustive. 

You mark whatever strategies
you find appropriate to 

work with. 

You can add additional
strategies yourself, if the

data base is not sufficient.



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

If the suggested strategies are
highlighted in blue as a 
link, you can obtain an 

elaborated description of
the strategy by following

the link.

In the elaborated descriptions
you will find further links, 

suggested litterature and 
reference buildings.



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

Chosen strategies will
automatically be saved in 

the

PLAN OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
ACTIONS

(4).

4



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

You write in the PLAN on the
screen.

- you describe methods to be
used for pursuing the aim

through the strategy (5) 

- you describe, who has the
responsibility for the

action (6)

- you estimate time for action 
(7)

- you describe expected
results, later to be

updated with information 
about the actual results

(8)

5 6 7 8



Environmental strategies in KKplanner

In this way you can use the
paradigm both as a plan

and as a 
Log book

and/or a 
Status

and/or a 
Documentation of actions.



Design process in KKplanner

The work of defining the
environmental strategies will
be repeated in the following

phases, at a rising level of
detailing corresponding

directly to general practice.

The rising level of detailing might
influence the choices you

made earlier in the proces. 

These might have to be
reconsidered

Therefore keep the plan / log 
book should be kept in a 

disciplined way throughout
the entire process.



Follow-up in KKplanner

When designing is done, you
need to take care that the

environmental design is 
being considered in the

following life cycle phases
of a building -
construction, 

maintenance and 
demolition.

KKplanner does not yet cover 
these phases, but they will

be incorporated in future
versions.

Until then templates for the
phases can be

downloaded for the user
to fill out.



Practice in Denmark on 
environmentally sound 

designing has so far been for 
clients to require specific 
strategies to be handled.

.

Presence

ECOhouse Århus / Vandkunsten

ECOhouse Kolding / 3XNielsen



Future practice, according to 
upcoming revision of Danish 

Building code will focus upon 
setting general targets for 

Energy-Environmental 
Performance rather than 

requiring specific strategies.

Future

Rockwool Reseach center, Hedehusene / Vandkunsten



Focus upon integrated energy design

Primary energy
Total estimate on energy for electricity and 

heating (new)

Future building code 
Housing 70 kWh/m2/year

Other categories 94 kWh/m2/year 
in total

Includes:
Consumption for heating 

Heat loss
Ventilation

Cooling

Hot water
Lighting

Indoor climate

Does not yet include energy consumption 
concerning  production of materials –

possible next step

Future

Sustainable housing, Hjortshøj, Aarhus / Arkitema



Besides this will be encoraged to design 
lowenergy housing, within two classes:

• class 1 (35+1100/A)kWh/m2/year
• classe 2 (50+1600/A)kWh/m2/year

Certification:

Consultants are to calculate the energy
optimization throughout the entire

design process and document the
calculations when applying for building

permit.

Also the client together with consultants and 
contractors are to document the enegy

optimization when applying for 
beginning to use the buildings.   

Future

Sustainable housing, Hjortshøj, Aarhus / Arkitema



Future

Sustainable housing, Lystrup, Aarhus / SH&L



Future

First competition in DK with 
focus upon Integrated energy 
design

Scope:

EVALUATING BEST PRACTICE

Boligforeningen Ringgården

130 housing units in Lystrup



Future

Winners:

Groups A and B

Schmidt, Hammer & Lassen

Group C

Thomas Herzog 

Targets: 

Reduction of energy 
consumption for heating and 
ventilation:

A – 15 kWh/m2/år                     
focus upon energy consumption and  indoor climnate
through maintenance

B – 30 kWh/m2/år                     
focus upon indoor climate and environmentally sound 
materials

C – 30 kWh/m2/år                    
focus upon solar energy and indoor climate
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Future

Sustainable housing, Lystrup, Aarhus / SH&L Sustainable housing, Lystrup, Aarhus / Thomas Herzog



Links

Sustainable housing, Lystrup, Aarhus / Thomas Herzog

http://u001.arch.cf.ac.uk/petus/

PETUS (a portal) - Practical Evaluation 

Tools for Urban Sustainability project is 
funded by the European Commission
as part of the 5th Framework 
Programme Energy, Environment and 
Sustainable Development, key action 
"City of Tomorrow & Cultural heritage". 

A decision support system of practical evaluation tools for 
urban sustainability is being developed to enable a consistent 
approach to sustainability across a range of urban 
infrastructure projects including water/sewage, waste, 
transport, energy, green/blue areas and projects of a holistic 
nature.

http://www.petus.eu.com/



PETUS - Practical Evaluation Tools for Urban Sustainability

EU’s 5th framework programme, The Cities of Tomorrow. Period: 2003-2005

Partners:

•University of Wales, Cardiff, Welsh 
School of Architecture (England) 

•University of Liege, Laboratoire d'Études
Méthodologiques Architecturales
(Belgien) 

•Joanneum Research - JR-NTS (Østrig) 

•Institut National des Sciences 
Appliquees de Lyon - INSA, (Frankrig) 

•Danmarks Tekniske Universitet, BYG•DTU 
(Danmark) 

•Wansdronk Architektuur (Holland) 

•Etukeno Oy (Finland) 

•University of Architecture (Bulgarien)

2. Develop Evaluation 

tool
3. Test tool on cases

4. Assess influence on 

decisions

5. Publishing and 

dissimenation

1. Case-studies of

tools in use

Phases in PETUS:



Many tools are good in theory –
but they have to work in practice!

What characterises a good tool?

• Credible
• Transparent

• User-friendly
• Give clear message
• Use accessible data
• Involve stakeholders

• Demonstrate alternatives
• Visibility to other actors (profiling and PR)



Finding the right balance between
simplicity and credibility

Scientific and 
environmental
credibility

Clear guidelines, visible 
message, 
easy to use 
=> many users

Many data, little
transparency, 
difficult to use
⇒ few users

Little credibility

Complex tools: 
LCA, cost-benefit

Simple tools:
Labels, indicators
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60 PETUS case studies




